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Abstract—If you are followed the news in US between January
and February in 2021, an event occurred on the stock market:
a group of people on a subreddit forum WallStreetBets a
longstanding subreddit that had over 3.5M Reddit users that
discusses highly speculative trading ideas and strategies has
caused a huge disruption on the market. On Sep 19, 2020 a
member of the group posted a case where the company GameStop
(GME), that primarily sells video games and consoles, has been
in decline due to the shift from physical media to digital paired
with the COVID-19 situation.

Index Terms—Machine Learning, Stock, Finance, Data

I. INTRODUCTION

The proposed topic is to gather data from WSB posts
process and then explore and analyze the datasets by using an
n-gram to find the most relevant stocks on specific days and
correlate the actual stock’s market performance based on that
data as well as produce various analysis and visualizations to
fund trends and further understand the data. The performance
of the stock is defined on the close market if it was UP or
DOWN on that day.

Our Hypothesis is that the temporal performance of specific
stocks on the market can be attributed to the mentions of the
same on Reddit’s WSB posts.

The Alternate Hypothesis is that there is no correlation
between stock performance and Reddit’s WSB posts, so we
should not try to use this data to predict market performance
and instead rely on better studied classic methods for invest-
ment. Stockwits and other social media platforms are rich
source of data for stock analysis [1]–[18] [19] [?]. If the
hypothesis proves to be true in being efficient in driving the
stock market on specific stocks on the specific stocks, it could
be then be used for helping on predicting the market for
investors, or the other way around, to prevent people from
buying such mentioned ones [20]–[28].

In recent years, natural language processing models provide
different tools to analyse finance and stock market data etc
[29] [30]–[37].With many outlets talking about this on the
news recently, the importance of this work is highly relevant
because it will allow us to educate the less informed investors
to take the right choice for and to support people’s decision
if it is worth using this data or staying away from this
group information when deciding what are their next step to
investing. Irresponsible investing based on Hype can damage
a person future and mind and indirectly impact the economy.

II. LITERATURE RESEARCH

After listening a lot on the news, one news article got
attention posted by BBC(2021) Robinhood: US family sue
trading app over son’s suicide, the young man mistakenly
understood that he owned $700.000 dollars by confusion
on how the platform displayed the buying power because
Robinhood blocked trading for Game Stop(GME) stocks. This
article is very shocking and with more research we can find
a lot of information about this case and as Kawa(2020) wrote
in Bloomberg on his post “Reddit’s Profane, Greedy Traders
Are Shaking Up the Stock Market”, he highlights that the
reddit’s board may be reshaping how the options market.
This article gives a great insight on how the users of this
subreddit board made life of investing veterans harder to
deal and Dolbec(2021) article WallStreetBets is disrupting
financial markets — possibly permanently comparing what
WSB’s posts did to what fashion and music had accomplished
in the past, completely transforming a market just through the
power of highly engaged people sharing a passion.

With that in mind, next literature research was on studying
how to predict market, there are innumerous study on this
topic, however one article by Investopedia is very informative
with the basics of it. Yates (2021) mention 4 Ways to Predict
Market Performance, the momentum one is the one that caught
attention to be used as based of research of this study, the inter-
esting part is that Studies have found that mutual fund inflows
are positively correlated with market returns. Momentum plays
a part in the decision to invest and when more people invest,
the market goes up, encouraging even more people to buy. It’s
a positive feedback loop. As mentioned by Yates (2021).

Wallstreet bets reddit board, uses a specific language to
indicate what are the users actions. On the explanation of
WallStreetBets (2020) - Dissecting the Unique Lingo and
Terminology used in the Subreddit r/Wallstreetbets, we can
briefly understand the language used and use that to help train
a natural language SentimentIntensityAnalyzer with words and
phrases to understand the sentiment, for example, the article
mentions that dd means that the user will double down all
of his investments into a specific stock, or yolo(you only
live once), means they will sell every single thing and invest
every single penny they have on a specific stock, diamond
hands means that the user will hold the stock for as long as
possible and paper hands means they sold too early and lost



the momentum, and much more terms.
For Sentiment analysis for trading on top of the topics

Swarnkar (2020), explain how Vader is more lightweight than
regular Machine Learning algorithms as it won’t require large
training data and perform with a F1 score of (0.96) while
human is (0.84) labeling sentiments on text like tweets and
social media as positive, negative and neutral providing a
valence score, allowing for simple easy and training with a
very small set of data added to the lexicon.

III. PROPOSED DATASET

For this research we have three main source of data that we
are planning to use.

The first dataset is WSB posts, that we have multiple ways
of collecting on the web, the first and most accurate method
would be to retrieve directly from Reddit using the Reddit API,
the problem with this method is that it has some limitations.
With enough time and resources, it would be possible to
download many years of data without filters of all post boards,
however Redis API give you only 60 requests per minute and
up to 100 items only on each request and to download 8 years
of data with hundreds or thousands of posts daily it would take
a very long time without having a server to leave this running.
For this reason, we decided to use a publicly available WSB
dataset from Kaggle.

The dataset selected for this is the Collection of Kag-
gle WSB posts on https://www.kaggle.com/gpreda/reddit-
wallstreetsbets-posts, this dataset is updated daily with all the
titles, body, dates, and scores of the posts, with this data we
can compare the Boom of Game Stop case and validate the
recent accuracy against new stocks mentions.

A. Specific Stock Performance Data

For stock data we will be downloading from Yahoo finance
using python, we have a method using python yfinance pack-
age to download stock data as

IV. METHODOLOGY

Methodology on this study will follow the following steps
however it is known that data preparation analysis and evalua-
tion can be repeated many times until we reach an interesting
result.

It starts with first collecting Data for WSB and start our
data preparation, the initial attempt on the data will comprise
of 7 steps, which can be repeated depending on the results of
the exploration.

• Data Collection
• Data Normalization
• Tokenization
• Sentiment analysis
• Stock Matching
• Filtering

After data collection, the pipeline will find the list of men-
tioned stocks on WSB posts by tokenizing with an n-gram
posts over the entire dataset using the nlkt Python package,
then with the identified items we will match with stock keys

using a fuzzy matcher to identify posts with possible stock
mentioning. Once that is done, we can then pass a sentiment
analysis to look forpositive, negative and neutral sentiments.
and then we will have to download historical data from the
identified stocks matching the WSB time series range. Now
we may need to manipulate the data in a way and merge or
aggerate the dataset into useful data structures that will make
our data exploration easier, then describe the dataset to try
and understand by visualizing the data with different charts
matching the stock data. The idea here is to generate a time-
series dataset that we can plot together to find possible matches
and look for a correlation between them over time, comparing
the WSB accuracy before and after the “incident” would help
us identify how to proceed further and work on predictions.

Once data is prepared, we need to perform Exploration and
identify if further process is needed before proceeding with
even more exploration.

If the hypothesis is proved to be valid, we will evaluate
multiple algorithms to try to predict if stock performance goes
high or low depending on the heat of the comments under the
Reddit WSB channel.

V. DATA COLLECTION & EXPLORATION

On the Data collection we also need to massage some
data. this study will start by exploring two datasets the
WallStreetBets posts and list of stocks from NASDAQ and
NYSE exchanges.

At this point we have collected and merged a complete List
of stocks traded on US market, this is how it is the summary
after we merged both stock sets: Next step is to read the
Reddit WSB posts into a data frame and peek investigate a
few records to see if the parsing went fine. Dataset looks fine,
now will show a basic summary of the features that we are
planning to use first: Started testing with different methods
for parsing, lemmatize, is the initial testing, the idea here
Is to lemmatize all the words for each day, to help on data
normalization for easier analisys. After Lemmatizing the entire
dataset and tokenizing it, we found some mentions of stocks,
however the data is still very dirty as the following example:
So we need to normalize to remove punctuation and maybe
lower case to match and ignore stop words, and we created a
helper function to look up stock codes on a sentence, here is
an example usage so far, for this case we did not have to use
Lemmatizing.

For this Stock search we combined multiple techniques in
this set order.

1) Stock search by Key Symbol
2) Stock Search by Stock description Security Name
3) Fuzzy search on remaining not matching stocks based

on stock key Symbol and Security Name.
Now that we can both get stock mentions from a sentence and
get stock data information, we will start to work on sentiment
analysis.

To further filter data, we will use NLTK VaderSentiment
analysis to identify positive, neutral and negative feedback,
for Vader, Lemmatization is not required, and in fact since
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Vader is trained using entire sentences and social media data,
special characters and emojis does help on identifying positive,
negative and neutral feedbacks.

WallStreet Bets has its own language inside of the forum
as mentioned on so we need to teach the vader lexicom to
understand what those word means to help classify.

We will create a basic lexicom to teach vader how to be
an WSB expert with following word:score to be able to filter
positive feedbacks, in the sense that we want people that say
it will buy or hold stocks.

After initial run with this we can already see we can find
some interesting results on positiveness, with score of 1.0 on
positive on following Post that we could interpret as good
purchasing action.

VI. DATA ANALYSIS

Data Analysis Placeholder

VII. CONCLUSION

Conclusion Placeholder

VIII. LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

Further Research Placeholder
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